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Abstract 
Thanks to its manifold nature, music provides a wonderful lifelong learning opportunity, namely for adults. It does it, provided 
that we know how to interrogate it, how to ask question to music. “Learning” is meant here in the richest sense, referring not 
only to the cognitive processes, but also to the emotional education. The present paper will focus on the latter, showing how 
music can engender and enhance processes of emotional understanding, enrichment, and even transformation.  
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1. Introduction 
Thanks to its manifold nature, music provides a wonderful lifelong learning opportunity, namely for adults. It 
does it, provided that we know how to interrogate it, how to ask question to music. “Learning” is meant here in the 
richest sense, referring not only to the cognitive processes, but also to the emotional education. The present paper 
will focus on the latter, showing how music can engender and enhance processes of emotional understanding, 
enrichment, and even transformation. The pair “music and emotions” is well known, and even abused; less obvious 
is to note that musical emotions are always extremely specific, highly stylized, and often totally unexpected: saying 
that a piece is “happy”, or “sad”, is still to say…nothing. A serious discourse about musical feelings can only be 
complex, subtle and rich, exactly the way those feelings are. What follows is an attempt to describe the emotional 
landscape – so to speak – in some specific and well-defined musical pieces. 
2. Understanding complexity: Bach’s emotional omniscience 
Towards the end of Bach’s St. Matthew Passion, we find the Recitative for Alto “Ah Golgatha, unselges 
Golgatha”, followed by the Aria and Chorus “Sehet, Jesus hat die Hand / Uns zu fassen, ausgespannt”. 
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RECITATIVE 
Ah Golgotha, unhappy Golgotha!   
The Lord of majesty must scornfully here perish,  
The saving blessing of the world    
Is placed as scorn upon the cross.   
Creator of both earth and heaven    
From earth and air must now be taken.   
The guiltless must here die guilty,   
Which pierceth deep into my soul;   
Ah Golgotha, unhappy Golgotha! 
ARIA 
See ye, Jesus hath his hand, 
Us to capture, now outstretched, 
Come! --- Where to? --- In Jesus' bosom 
Seek redemption, take his mercy, 
Seek it --- Where? --- in Jesus' bosom! 
Living, dying, rest ye here, 
Ye forsaken little chicks, 
Bide ye --- where? --- in Jesus' bosom. 
 
Z. Philip Ambrose, The University of Vermont 
 
cross as a 
wretched.  
The bass is monotonous and heavy, giving the piece a slow and laborious gait. 
Two  hunting oboes, whose sound is less clear and brilliant than the one of customary oboes, play a mournful 
litany. 
In this desolated, musical landscape, the Alto gives voice to the suffering, singing large and eloquent melodic 
intervals. 
The harmonic sequence, intensely chromatic, is as bumpy and suffered as the ascents of Golgotha (Wolff, 2000, 
p. 353). 
In the St. Matthew Passion, however, the human suffering of the crucifixion coexist with the eschatological 
dimension of hope and redemption, opened by  the same crucifixion (Blumenberg, 1988, p. 77). Thus, after the 
mournful Recitative, the Aria and Chorus changes the point of view, calling the believer to trust in the Mercy of God 
(Basso, 1983, p. 485). Most remarkable is the fact that Bach in this Aria takes up the same elements of the 
 have a look. 
 
1. In the base we still hear something that evokes steps, but of a very different kind this time: the grievous gait 
has now become a walking bass, lightweight and agile.  
2. The two oboes are no more complaining; instead, they weave a dialogue discretely suffused by joy. 
Particularly meaningful is the beginning, alluding to a fanfare followed by a raising progression whose gentle 
upsurge seems to respond to the invitation to move up to Jesus, who opened his arms. The human helplessness 
 nd nailed to the cross  is thus reversed, becoming a sign of divine favour:  his opened arms 
signify availability and benevolence. 
3.  
4. The tortuous harmony of the Recitative flattens. 
 
The emotional result is a sense of joy, radiant but quiet and humble at the same time, a joy suffused by mildness, 
with something unexpressed, like a joy which hesitates to fully manifest itself; not by chance the text speaks of 
forsaken chicks. So, we are confronted not with an explosion of happiness, which would be hardly suitable to the 
interventions of the chorus contribute to this climate: short, staccato, and unexpected, they are like little starts or 
thrills that make the wait more alive. This is an emotional state, which is related with light, lightness, intimacy, 
serenity and grace (Borgna, 2007, p. 20). So, it is not an unmixed, simple emotion, but one of the most complex. 
This complexity is enhanced by the relationship of analogy and contrast of the Aria that we have tried to describe, 
emotional omniscience. The technical mastery of the composer is well known, and often emphasized by scholars 
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(Buscaroli, 1998; Wolff, 2000): less obvious is to note that the emotional side of its music has the same 
characteristic of subtlety, complexity and wide breath as the structural one. Here, human suffering is transfigured 
twice: firstly, real pain becomes an emotional character of the Recitativo; secondly, this character is transfigured 
again into the meek joy of the Aria. This joy is not an antipode of that pain: it is nothing but the pain itself, seen in 
the diaphanous light of hope in divine mercy. Emotions that in every day life, and for the common sense, seem to be 
nt eyes, a richer texture and 
subtle interconnections.. 
3. Understanding ourselves: Mozart and the outrageous splendour of evil  
 Magic Flute
Queen orders her daughter to kill the wise Sarastro, priest of Isis and benefactor of all mankind: if she refuses, the 
against her 
own nature. This unnatural ic understandable. This is a typical 
 and voice (Galimberti, 2003, pp.18-20). Moreover, this is not the rage of a common woman, 
distance from nature here is doubled: the first step is the passage from woman to witch, the second is the passage 
from qui
out of question in cultivated music (Stravinsky, 1972, p. 89). The voice is traditionally considered the best musical 
that the most compelling instruction for a pianist on a score is cantabile, which means almost singing (Ferrari, 2003, 
pp. 57- too high, with 
melodic intervals too larger, and a melody too full of ornaments. The result is a virtuoso melodic line that follows 
patterns coming from the instrumental repertoire, relying on cool mechanical nimbleness rather then vibrato and 
unds like a violin, or at 
times like a piccolo. It is a counterfeited voice that reminds us of masks as attributes of the devil.  
All this is interesting, but would not be enough to produce a masterpiece. If the voice was merely disfigured, the 
result would be a caricature, maybe funny, but not worthy of the place this Aria holds in our collective imaginary. 
True, the way Mozart treats the melody is radical, but despite this, the melody neither looses its clarity nor its 
seductive power, and does not degene
that, paradoxically,  the result is a real apotheosis of voice
instead of playing down the voice, they emphasize its impres
of the world: the splendour of evil, what Milan Kundera has called the outrageous beauty of evil. This Aria shows 
how music can transfigure negative emotions like rage, hatred and murderous fury, emphasizing their attractive and 
charming side. After all, in every convincing plot we are impressed by the villain not only because of its wickedness 
 which is a rather obvious attribute  but also because of the charming mixture of nastiness and sinister splendour: 
paradoxically, but not illogically, evil shines Rite of spring has shown the beauty of 
human crue
is not to denounce, which would turn it into a form of propaganda, but to make us understand ourselves better. The 
sacrifice of the girl in Stravi Rite is so outrageous precisely because in some way it is beautiful. We can get 
the human nature (Kundera, 1993, pp. 95-96). By the 
glamour of the Queen of Night makes us feel clearly that the force of evil lies in its being so attractive.  
As an afterthought, I would like to note that a scene of the movie Amadeus, by Milos Forman (USA 1984), 
perfectly seizes, in visual terms, what we have tried to argue with words. In the darkest moment of his mortal 
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journey, Mozart wastes its time and stamina in night revels with questionable friends. One morning, coming home 
he finds his hous
mother-in-low, who overwhelms him with a deluge of insults. Appalled, silent and resigned, Mozart looks at her, at 
first absently, than with growing interest; something seems to arise in his mind as he stares at the woman, shouting 
the close-up makes her seem a singer, uttering high notes; a very ugly singer indeed, almost a witch, disfigured by 
the real Queen appears on 
the stage, singing the Aria. This wondrous and funny metamorphosis suggests the same theme we have discussed 
above, adding a tinge of humour: after all, even the worst human misery can fuel the artistic imagination, finding its 
redemption: for once, art has taken its revenge on life. 
4. Understanding untranslatable concepts: Caetano Veloso, Sampa 
(Samp  
 
Something happens in my heart 
 
When I got here I didn't understand anything 
Not the concrete poetry of your street corners 
Not the discreet inelegance of your girls 
 
Your most thorough interpretation 
Something happens in my heart 
 
When we were face to face I didn't recognized myself 
I called what I saw bad taste, I called bad taste, bad taste 
Because Narcissus thinks that what is not a mirror is ugly 
And what is not yet old scares the mind 
Nothing from before when you are not a mutant (Mutantes was the name of Rita Lee's band) 
And you were a difficult beginning 
I get away of what I don't know 
And those who sell a different dream of a happy city 
Soon learn to call you reality 
Because your are the other side of the other side of the other side of the side 
From the people oppressed in the waiting lines, in the small streets, in shanty towns 
From the power of the money rising and destroying beauty 
From the ugly smoke that rises and erases the stars 
I can see your poets of fields and space 
Your forest factories, your rain gods rise 
Pan-Americas from utopian Africas, tomb of samba 
The newest of Zumbi's quilombo (a village created by escaped slaves) 
almost like a very wet and windy mist) 
And the new baianos can enjoy you leisurely 
Translation  from the site http://lyricstranslate.com. 
 
Sampa is a declaration of love. A very complex one, as it conveys at least four challenging feelings. The first is 
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third is the precarious sen -
This declaration of love goes along with a lyrical musical atmosphere, as one would expect, but also with a strong 
note that when we try to keep up with musical feelings by using words, the result is inevitably cerebral on the one 
side, roughly expressed on the other. After all, however, this is precisely the main theme and the reason for this 
article). This melancholic feeling is exactly what interests us here, for it is not apparently rooted in the lyrics. In 
Western culture, melancholy and nostalgia are strictly related to loss, separation and death. In Greek, reminds us 
Milan Kundera, N
hence the suffering provoked by the unfulfilled desire to return (Kundera, 2000, p. 11). Conversely, joy and 
happiness seem to belong to fullness, presence and possession. In this framework, Sampa appears to be a 
contradiction. The text refers to a city that, following the similarity suggested by words, is like a woman whose heart 
has already been won. Courtship, as well as difficulties end misunderstandings, seem to be over: the song speaks of 
a mature phase of love. So, we are confronted with a melancholy, which 
absence and unfulfilled desire. How to explain that? 
By and large, we could start observing that the complexity of the text, already mentioned, naturally tends towards 
expressive nuances in music, rather than one-sided expressions like joy or happiness.  A more in-depth analysis of 
the song shows some more specific reasons. Caetano speaks about a gradual experience of belonging, something 
that has required quite a bit of time, and that is still in progress. This process has nothing to do with possession: 
experiencing something does not mean owning it, not to mention that no possession lasts forever. Besides, for every 
xplains perfectly 
woman who once was ours (Kundera, 1993, p. 98). So, even a reciprocated love, especially when a city is 
concerned, involves painful abandons and new, uncertain rooting. Moreover, this city is considered almost as a 
woman in the text: the nickname Sampa used instead of the complete name, the first-name terms, quite unusual in 
Portuguese, and the many expressions implying face-to-face relationship, make us feel that Caetano is telling us 
about an encounter with someone else. The music, hence, expresses the pain that lies at the bottom of each relation 
with others, the suffering related to otherness itself: we do understand something, or even much, but there will be 
always something left to understand, and none can predict that we will like it, just as in the song. Finally, 
aulo has 
not been a piece of cake. 
Now we can try to understand better the role of music in Sampa. This declaration of love is not the one a lover 
makes before winning a women; on the contrary, is like the one a man makes after a long love story, signifying 
renewal of the pact, and promising stronger relationship. So, the background is not absence and desire, but presence 
and fullness. However, we have seen that despite the appearance, as far as relationships and sentiments are 
concerned, presence on the one side and melancholy and sadness on the other are compatible. Not every language 
saudade, which has no proper translation in English (and in most languages), as it meaning includes of course 
nostalgia and melancholy for what is faraway, but also an indefinable feeling towards what we belong to. It is so 
ake sense even referring 
to a person before me, for the term is related with nostalgia, but also with irrecoverable loneliness, desire and 
yearning.  
In Sampa, this sentiment is fully conveyed by music, which gives the text intensity and richness, making the 
listener feel in an intuitive and direct way what words reveal only after a close analysis. For the third and last time in 
this script, we are confronted with duplicity, but also strong integration. The text mainly conveys the sense of an 
accomplished process, uneasy but happily come to some point of balance. The music, on the other side, makes us 
feel that, as far as relationships and sentiments are concerned, acquiring is not possessing, grabbing does not means 
holding, and nothing is granted for good. As a whole, this song is a good opportunity to understand what saudade 
means, or more precisely, what saudade is. In fact, music does not enhance our comprehension of the world 
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explaining, but making us feel things, provided that we are available to be touched. In the case of Sampa, we can 
experiment this strange play between presence and absence, enrichment and loss. With saudade. 
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